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Fake Court Battle in Minnesota

by Russell Sackett
This morning I awoke to the news that a Ramsey Co. (St. Paul, MN) judge had dismissed a lawsuit that challenged MN Governor Tim Walz’s (pictured under title) executive orders requiring
the wearing of face masks in all indoor public places during the current fake pandemic project. It
is my opinion that this lawsuit was intended to fail, and I will show much evidence to support my
theory in this paper.
Firstly, this lawsuit was reportedly brought by the Free Minnesota Small Business Coalition.
This organization does not exist. If we do a web search on this group, the only things that come
up are articles referring to this particular court ruling. However, we do find that there is indeed a
Free Minnesota Coalition. It is headed up by a guy named Dan McGrath. There is not a lot of
info forthcoming on this guy, but we know he is, among other things, a registered lobbyist. He
is supposedly 49 years old.

That’s him. You might be thinking he looks about right for 49. Well that picture is from 20
years ago! Here is a more recent picture of him.

That’s from about 11 years ago when he was making a bunch of noise in the press about the
highly contested US Senate race here in Minnesota between “suit” Norm Coleman and fake
Lefty Al Franken. At the time he was trying to claim that Franken won because a bunch of convicted felons voted illegally. Misdirection. No Dan, Franken won because all these elections
are fixed. I think we can see this guy is not aging well because of the life he chooses to lead:
running misdirection projects for the Governors, and all that lying is not sitting well with his
soul. This is what he looks like now.

This is what this kind of life can do to you. Born in ’71? He looks like he’s 71. He obviously
wasn't 29 twenty years ago in that first picture. Say 45, which makes him 65 now.
Anyway this guy is behind this Minnesota Freedom Coalition that’s bringing this suit against the
governor for overuse of executive powers, only that’s not what the suit is really about. If you
want to find out what’s really in the court fling you have to read it for yourself. Instead of making this about the illegal executive orders that are being implemented and how that is not allowed
under our Constitution, it is a very stupid argument nitpicking about “essential business” status,
and “equal treatment of businesses”. This is not what this should be about, and that is no accident. This lawsuit was dredged up expressly to fail in front of a wide audience that wouldn’t
question the details of this suit, thereby discouraging anyone who might be inclined to sue our
criminal Governor in a real lawsuit for abuse of powers. This suit and subsequent ruling have
gotten so much attention in the press precisely because this charade has been staged by our
friends in Intelligence, and it has been designed and engineered to fail, and fail miserably with
much fanfare.
This is a class-action suit. There are several businesses and and 13 Republican legislators involved. So, as we have already seen this year with the earlier protests against the shutdown,
someone is trying to make this a partisan issue, to divide support between the manufactured Left

and Right. Just like we saw with Marx and Debs, someone is being sent in to blow the movement from the inside. We have also seen these people actively infiltrating the recent large
protests in London and Berlin in the same way as this newest project. Many people are furious
over these ridiculous rules, mandates and illegal executive orders, and the Governors know this.
Anyone thinking of litigating in response to these illegalities will see this failure in the news
(where it is highly visible) and figure someone has tried and “a Dayton (former Minnesota governor Mark Dayton, connected to Dayton’s department stores and Target corporation) appointed
judge” is dismissing this case. This is the kind of language coming from McGrath and these Republican legislators, further attempting to spin this into some sort of Republican vs. Democrat
thing. And of course they’re going to appeal this decision (and you can bet you can donate to
this fake cause!) further sucking any real support towards this infiltration and away from any
meaningful action, dragging it out as long as possible and maximizing the effectiveness of this
project.
We don’t have to look very hard to see they had this thing ready to roll out earlier in the year
during the big shutdown, just in case anyone decided to challenge the legality of that, but as it
turned out, they didn’t need to since everyone just bent over and took that without so much as a
whimper in protest. So now that there has been some pushback on all this tyranny (how much
we can’t possibly know since any real resistance to this would never see the light of day on the
news, although there must be significant amounts since we are seeing a response to it here) they
have decided to come out with this latest version of the project, to fit the type of pushback coming from the populace.
I won’t waste my time looking at the politicians involved here since we know they are all bought
and paid for anyhow, but we will take a look at the businesses and the attorney representing in
the case to get a sense of who and what we are dealing with here. First off, the businesses are
listed as: Southwest School of Dance, Trev’s Kitchen, Prestige Gymnastics, Yoga by Blisstopia,
and three locations or franchises of a company called Title Boxing Club. Let’s take them all one
at a time. The Southwest School of Dance is located in Lynd, MN, just southwest of Marshall, a
mid-sized city in the far southwestern corner of the state. Checking their website, we find that it
appears this school has not been in operation since June of 2017. Huh, that’s weird. Also a little investigation on the same site reveals that Prestige Gymnastics is part of this same business!
[Added Later: I am now seeing that if we take the link from the previous paragraph the Star
Tribune admits these two businesses have been shuttered, but they try to imply that this is a direct result of this current COVID mess. As we can clearly see, it is not. If we do a people search
on the reported owner of these two businesses, and purported plaintiff in this fake lawsuit, Larvita McFarquhar, we see she has lived or spent time in Montgomery Village and Gaithersburg,
MD, as well as Woodbridge and Reston, VA: all conveniently situated within a stone’s throw
from Langley. What are the odds?]
Next on the list we have a business called Trev’s Kitchen, also in Lynd. According to Restaurantji this place hasn’t been open since around or before September of 2018. A little poking
around on this page gives us some reviews of this restaurant. A reviewer named Michelle
Markegard says she had a great time at a birthday party she held at the place where her son got to
jump on the trampoline at the attached gymnasium. Guess what folks? All three of these businesses occupy the same space in this tiny town and they’ve all been closed for at least two

years! A people search at USSearch.com for Michelle Markegard in Lynd, MN, gives us two
results. One Michelle Bonnie Markegard, age 47, and a Michelle B. Markegard, age 51. What is
going on here? Also a web search on Trev’s Kitchen gives us some interesting results on its
own. Right away we see images of a guy that was on Gordon Ramsay’s Hell’s Kitchen reality
television show. His name was Trev, full name Trevor McGrath. Wow, any connection to Dan
McGrath above? Who knows? But also weird, right?
Ok, so right off the bat we have some funny business going on with the first three businesses on
this list. What about the others? The next one on the list is called Yoga by Blisstopia, located in
Blaine, MN. Check out this spooky picture of “founder Lana Anderson”. She is certified to be a
Yoga instructor by the Chopra Center (maybe think spook Deepak Chopra?). Just check a web
search of that name and the second listing is from the Chopra Center in Carlsbad, CA, where we
also find a Dr. Patel from the Mind and Body Medical Group, giving us medical consultations.
The last of these businesses is the Title Boxing Club. Check out their website where we see
folks lining up in their masks to get in the door and get their temperature checked, like good little
lemmings. This is a very interesting business. Founded in 2008 by professional boxer Danny
Campbell, the current CEO is a guy named John Rotche (could this be a slur of Ritchie, related
to the Riches of the Peerage?). This guy supposedly had several big college football scholarship
offers before he had an accident on the field, becoming quadriplegic, but he miraculously recovered, becoming a training coach for the University of Michigan, who magnanimously still honored his football scholarship even though he could no longer play! Who writes this stuff? Actually, I think we know. Speaking of which, check out this “testimonial” from a “member” of this
club. It reads more like a magazine article penned by a writing committee in Langley sub-basement 4 than a real testimonial by an actual person. So this whole list of “businesses” involved in
this lawsuit is suspicious, to say the least.
But let’s focus on this Rotche for a minute. He is, among other things, the founder and CEO of
Franworth, a large franchise consulting company. He got his start by working as a delivery boy
for Domino’s Pizza (who would have thought, another amazing rags to riches story!). He went
from there to being director of operations for the company within a matter of a few years. He
was then recruited to be a senior corporate executive with Krispy Kreme donuts (owned by RJ
Reynolds Tobacco Co.). Then, get this, he quit his corporate job to buy and run a heating duct
cleaning company consisting of one van and within three years he had turned this business into
the largest duct cleaning company in the country, with 175 offices nationwide! Can you say
CIA front? His company gained much notoriety after being invited to New Orleans to receive a
large contract job from Belfor Property Restoration for cleanup after Hurricane Katrina, which
wound up acquiring the company from him in 2007. This Belfor company seems to always be
around after natural disasters, “helping to clean up”. Hmm. Hurricane Katrina, the Chilean
Earthquake of 2010, Hurricane Harvey, and now this year they are playing a “key role in the
fight against the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic by providing cleaning and biohazard disinfection services around the world”. Yeah, I’ll bet they are. Originally founded in Germany, the
company has spent the last 30 years acquiring companies in the US, France, Belgium and the
UK, as well as Asia and Eastern Europe including the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland and
Hungary. Between 2009 and 2013 they either acquired or opened over 100 new offices in North
America. According to their website

With the takeover of the existing US-market leader INRECON LLC in July 2001,
BELFOR has accomplished a major coup. INRECON – the name stands for INsurance
RECONstruction – has annual sales of $180 million and employs 1,000 staff.
Well, whaddya know, more insurance! I sure love those insurance companies, don’t you? The
former CEO of INRECON, and now current CEO of Belfor Holdings Inc. is a guy named Sheldon Yellen. Huh. Could he possibly be related to former Federal Reserve Chairman Janet
Yellen? Currently, this Yellen is in charge of the US and Canadian operations of the Belfor
Group while a guy named Bernd Elsner is in charge of the European and Asian operations. Say,
could the name Elsner just be a fudge of Eisner, like former Disney CEO Michael Eisner?
But back to the fake court case we are here to expose. What about the attorney representing this
case in court? His name is Erick Kaardal. He is special counsel for the Thomas More Society
[More to come on Thomas More in an upcoming paper!] Reportedly, this organization was started in 1997 in response to a RICO lawsuit, Scheidler vs. N.O.W., concerning sit-ins at abortion
clinics. The person to originally file the suit (along with the National Organization for Women)
was none other than Morris Dees of the Southern Poverty Law Center, a very prominent
spook organization. Joseph M. Scheidler is a loud, highly promoted, grandstanding anti-abortionist (I think we can read that as “agent”) who has, according to his own organization, the ProLife Action League’s website
appeared on more than a thousand programs including: ABC News Nightline, Donahue,
Crossfre, Face the Nation, Good Morning America, MacNeil/Lehrer Report, The O’Reilly
Factor and others.

Of course, the name Scheidler is Jewish. See here. Anyway, this Thomas More Society is involved heavily in the abortion debate, which is always a great tool for dividing and distracting
the masses, just like our agent friends Fred Phelps and the Westboro Baptist Church (that link
goes to an exposé of the WBC penned by another of Miles’ guest authors, but see also my paper
on the Matthew Shepard fake where I touch on Fred Phelps and the WBC as well). So these are
the people behind this lawsuit.
But back to Kaardal. He attended Harvard College on a scholarship from the US Army Reserve Officer Training Corps. He graduated Magna Cum Laude in economics. At the same
time he was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the US Army Reserves. According to the
Thomas More Society website he has “focused on gaining experience by participating in over
two hundred public law cases representing parties opposed to the government, government agencies and government bureaucrats.” Right. As retired Captains in the US Army Reserve and
Minnesota Army National Guard do. We see now why this attorney has been assigned to this
project. But as it turns out, this guy has made a career out of misdirecting away from real causes
and grandstanding for fake ones, as well as sowing divisions along partisan lines by filing suits
involving perceived, or more likely, pushed “hot-button” issues. He styles himself as a “Don
Quixote” of Christian populist ideals (blackwashing christianity as being foolish in a very left
leaning Minneapolis community), and a “representative of the people in opposition to the policymaking elites at the helm of government.” Yeah, right. In this article we see a few of the
projects he has been involved in over the years, including but not limited to making a bunch of
noise about election fraud, just like our friend McGrath above; a US Supreme Court battle over

the right to wear political garb at polling places (again, stirring up and misappropriating people’s
emotions over causes that don’t really matter); representing businesses with religious objections
to providing birth control coverage (again controlling both sides, and helping to drive out the fact
that insurance is a completely unnecessary racket to begin with); and filing several suits over ballot access for third-party candidates in useless fake elections.
One issue in particular here in Minnesota that has been manufactured by the fake leftists involves
the name of a large lake just outside of downtown Minneapolis called Lake Calhoun. Supposedly this Calhoun guy the lake was named after had owned some slaves, so we now have to change
the name of the lake to an unpronounceable Ojibwe name that was supposedly the name the indigenous Indians called it. Now let me just say this for the record, I am a real leftist who cares
about real issues regarding equality and justice, not this fake bullshit propagated by the current
politicians, masquerading as equality and justice. I would be on the side of the Indians against
the Europeans who stole their land and murdered them indiscriminately, but this is absolutely
ridiculous, and that is really the point here. People were up in arms about this, and for good reason. It’s like tearing down the statues of Confederate Army leaders in the South. It does no one
any good and is being done solely to create division. This Kaardal has been inserted in the middle of this as well, and as you can see, this is part of the exact job he has been assigned to do.
A local retired MN Supreme Court judge named Paul Anderson has said of Kaardal and his legal
philosophy, that he
must be careful in a climate of increasing mistrust of government. He has a bigger responsibility, because in a society that is not as fearful and as paranoid and as anti-government
as we have now, he has the luxury of being a real gadfly. Now … I see that he has a bigger
obligation to advocate for the right cases that don't just have the potential for creating
mayhem and concern and disruption.
No, Justice Anderson, I think we now know that creating division, disruption and mayhem has
been his assignment from the beginning.
So in conclusion, here we see another game by the “Governors”, controlling any meaningful opposition that might come up to challenge their fake authority, and preempt any real action that
might be taken against their illegal orders that the entire world sickeningly seems to be acquiescing to, with absolutely zero visible pushback.

Next up: Thomas More!

